We confirm the equivalence of the Schrödinger representation and the holomorphic one, based on previous results of the General Boundary Formulation (GBF) of quantum field theory. On a wide class of curved spacetimes, we consider real Klein-Gordon theory in two types of regions: interval regions (consisting e.g. of a time interval times all of space), and rod regions (a solid ball of space extended over all of time). Using mode expansions, we provide explicit expressions for the Schrö-dinger vacuum (which determines this representation) and for the corresponding complex structure on the space of classical solutions (which determines the holomorphic representation). For both representations we give the corresponding coherent states and calculate the generalized free transition amplitudes of the GBF, which coincide and hence confirm the equivalence of the two representations. We also transcribe the complex structure to phase space and show that it agrees with earlier results.
We confirm the equivalence of the Schrödinger representation and the holomorphic one, based on previous results of the General Boundary Formulation (GBF) of quantum field theory. On a wide class of curved spacetimes, we consider real Klein-Gordon theory in two types of regions: interval regions (consisting e.g. of a time interval times all of space), and rod regions (a solid ball of space extended over all of time). Using mode expansions, we provide explicit expressions for the Schrö-dinger vacuum (which determines this representation) and for the corresponding complex structure on the space of classical solutions (which determines the holomorphic representation). For both representations we give the corresponding coherent states and calculate the generalized free transition amplitudes of the GBF, which coincide and hence confirm the equivalence of the two representations. We also transcribe the complex structure to phase space and show that it agrees with earlier results. In Quantum Field Theory (QFT), there exist different representations for the Hilbert space of quantum states. The one used most frequently is the Fock representation (using Dirac's bra-ket notation), in which a general state is a linear combination of n-particle states, each with defined momentum. As for Quantum Mechanics, for QFT there is also a Schrödinger Representation [4-8, 14, 16, 25] , in which the quantum states are represented as wave function(al)s on the space of field configurations on a 3-hypersurface (usually an equal-time hypersurface). Alternatively, the Holomorphic Representation [12, 21, 24, 29] uses holomorphic wave functions on the space of classical solutions in a neighborhood of a 3-hypersurface. The relationship between Schrödinger and Holomorphic Representation has been studied extensively in [22] , providing an isometric isomorphism between them. The present article is dedicated to confirming this equivalence by giving explicit expressions for all involved quantities through mode expansions of the configurations and solutions. We consider real, massive Klein-Gordon theory on different types of regions in a certain class of curved spacetimes, see Section II. The first type, called interval regions, is (a generalization of) the usual setting considered in QFT, namely a time interval times all of space. A second type, called rod region, consists of a solid ball in space extended over all of time. This type of region is very practical for situations when the usual techniques of QFT are not working, for example in AdS spacetimes [2, 9, 10, 13] and in black hole spacetimes [28] where there are no (temporal) asymptotically free states. Since in this case the quantum states live on timelike surfaces called hypercylinders (a sphere in space extended over all of time), we need to use a formulation of Quantum Theory, which generalizes the standard formulation from equal-time hypersurfaces (respectively Cauchy surfaces) and time-interval regions to general hypersurfaces and regions. This is precisely what the General Boundary Formulation (GBF) [17, 18, 20] is providing.
In this article we focus on relating the two representations, i.e. the Schrödinger and the holomorphic one, and the GBF comes into play merely to justify states on general hypersurfaces (not necessarily Cauchy). Therefore we only outline the principles of the GBF in a rather brief fashion. By GBF we refer here to the version of the GBF called amplitude formalism developed e.g. in [5, [18] [19] [20] , as compared to the positive formalism of the GBF introduced in [26, 27] . We emphasize first, that the GBF is not a particular quantum theory, but an axiomatic framework on how to formulate quantum theories, inspired by Topological Quantum Field Theory. Roughly speaking, its axioms provide consistency conditions between the geometric (hypersurfaces and regions in spacetime) and the algebraic structures (state spaces and amplitudes) of the theory. In the GBF, quantum states live on hypersurfaces (of codimension one) in spacetime. That is, each hypersurface Σ has its associated quantum state space H Σ , which is a Hilbert space 1 in the case of Klein-Gordon theory. In the GBF sense, the disjoint union of hypersurfaces again counts as a hypersurface, and the state space of such a hypersurface is simply the tensor product of the union's constituent hypersurfaces' state spaces. A particular class of hypersurfaces are the boundaries ∂M of spacetime regions M (regions have codimension zero), and hence each region M 's boundary ∂M has its state space H ∂M . As usual, we orient boundaries as pointing outwards of the enclosed regions. The quantum dynamics taking place inside a spacetime region M is encoded by a linear amplitude map ρ M : H ∂M → C, which determines an amplitude for each boundary state ψ ∂M ∈ H ∂M . This amplitude map is not fixed a priori by the GBF, but depends on the particular quantum theory under consideration, which in our case happens to be real Klein-Gordon theory.
The main characteristic of the GBF consists in allowing arbitrary regions for the description of dynamics, without imposing any special form to the boundary ∂M . The GBF thus removes the restriction of standard QFT to Cauchy surfaces and consistently describes the dynamics of quantum fields in situations where the standard formulation is difficult to apply, while it also reproduces the results of the standard formulation of QFT. Moreover, the GBF maintains all the constitutive properties a quantum theory should have and implements a consistent probability interpretation of its relevant structures [19] . The GBF hence appears to provide a viable setting for the definition of QFT in the absence of a background metric, a fundamental desideratum for the construction of a quantum theory of gravity.
Both representations above have been applied in the GBF framework, each with a suitable quantization method. A path integral approach à la Feynman naturally fits the Schrödinger representation, resulting in what is called Schrödinger-Feynman Quantization (SFQ). For the Holomorphic Representation, a different type of functional integral is used, giving rise to the Holomorphic Quantization scheme (HQ). The aim of this article is to contribute to the understanding of the relations between these representations and quantizations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II we specify all the relevant structures of the classical theory for the two types of spacetime regions on which the dynamics of the Klein-Gordon field will be considered, namely interval, tube and rod regions. For each of these regions, a mode expansion for the Klein-Gordon field is given and then used to explicitly express the main algebraic structures like the symplectic potential, the symplectic structure, the projectors on momentum and configuration subspaces, the complex structure, the real and complex inner products, and further ingredients of the quantization schemes presented in Section III. The relation between the representations defined within the Schrödinger-Feynman and the Holomorphic Quantization scheme is studied in Section IV: The action of the map between the Hilbert spaces in the two representations is explicitly implemented to show the equivalence of the vacuum states, coherent states and amplitudes (for the free theory) defined in both schemes. Section V presents the action of the complex structure in phase space in terms of the quantities (modes and projectors) introduced in Section II. Finally, Section VI briefly summarizes the results obtained.
II. CLASSICAL THEORY
We consider a real, massive, minimally coupled Klein-Gordon field φ in a 4-dimensional curved spacetime manifold 2 , with Lorentzian signature and metric tensor g µν . Let y 0 denote the time coordinate. Then with σ 00 := sign g 00 (making the expression independent of the metric's overall sign) the free action in a spacetime region M is
where the integration is extended over the spacetime region M and we use the notation ∂ y µ = ∂/∂y µ . By g we denote the determinant of the metric tensor: g ≡ det g µν , and m indicates the mass of the field. The action's label 0 refers to the free theory. We use Einstein's sum convention in the form that a summation is understood over all Greek lowercase indices which appear exactly once as a superscript and once as a subscript in a term. The variation of the free action yields the (homogeneous) Klein-Gordon equation as the Euler-Lagrange equation of (1):
As in [4] , we suppose that the spacetime region M admits a foliation whose leaves are hypersurfaces, described in terms of a smooth coordinate system (τ, x). The leaves Σ τ of the foliation are parametrized by the coordinate τ ∈ I (1) ⊆ R, while the coordinates on each leaf are denoted by
We do not require τ and x to be timelike and spacelike coordinates respectively, however we do require either all leaves to be spacelike or all leaves to be timelike 3 . We also assume that the metric in the coordinates (τ, x) is block-diagonal: g τ x i = 0 = g x i τ for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. These assumptions certainly appear rather restrictive, but it turns out that they encompass most curved spacetimes on which QFTs are studied, including rotating, charged black hole metrics (Kerr-Newman type, in the region outside of the horizon).
In this section we introduce the spacetime regions we shall work with, and define and evaluate several key structures on spaces of classical solutions. Having these expressions at hand then makes rather short work of the calculations in the Holomorphic Quantization scheme in Section IV. We denote classical Klein-Gordon solutions on spacetime by the "tall" letters φ, ξ, ζ, λ(τ, x), whereas configurations on hypersurfaces of constant τ are denoted by the "short" letters ϕ, χ, η(x). 3) are foliated by the leaves Σ τ represented by
A. Interval regions

Interval regions
g. in Minkowski spacetime.) We use the label [τ 1 , τ 2 ] for all quantities calculated for interval regions. The canonical orientation of our leaves is in negative τ -direction, to which we refer as backwards orientation.
Each interval region is bounded by two disjoint constant-τ hypersurfaces: Σ 1 at τ 1 and Σ 2 at τ 2 . Since we orient boundaries as pointing outwards of the enclosed region, the interval region's boundary can be written as the disjoint union ∂M [τ1,τ2] = Σ 1 ∪ Σ 2 , wherein the bar denotes orientation reversal. In the case that τ is a time coordinate, and if the boundary consists of Cauchy surfaces, then the interval region is the usual setting for QFT in curved spacetime. Independently of this, we suppose that our foliation is such that the whole spacetime can be covered by an interval region via sufficiently decreasing τ 1 and increasing τ 2 .
Next, we introduce mode decompositions for the Klein-Gordon solutions and for the boundary field configurations, see [4] for their properties. With k denoting the set of three parameters (momenta) labeling the modes, we assume that there is a set of complex modes {U k (x)}, which has the reflection property U −k = U k and forms a complete orthonormal basis in the space of field configurations on the hypersurfaces Σ τ , and also in momentum space, namely:
Therein, g (3) is the determinant of the induced 3-metric on the hypersurface Σ τ . By ω k (x) > 0 we denote the eigenvalue/eigenfunction of the operator ω(x) upon action on the basis:
We require that the product of these two operators, that is of each product w k (x)w k (τ ), is positive, k-independent, and yields the metric root |g (3) g τ τ | τ :
Using these modes, a field configuration ϕ(x) on Σ τ has the following decomposition:
We assume that any solution of the Klein-Gordon equation can be written as (the superscripts a,b are mere labels, not indices):
Therein, X a (τ ) and X b (τ ) are commuting, linear operators from the space of real-valued data Y a , Y b to solutions on hypersurfaces at fixed values of τ . 4 In particular each X a,b (τ ) act as operators on a mode decomposition of Y a,b (x) respectively as in (6), and we use the notation X a,b k (τ ) for the real eigenvalues of the corresponding operator when acting on a mode of momentum k:
In Section II.A of [4] we show the reflection properties
By linearity of the Klein-Gordon operator, we can view the functions (X a (τ )Y a ) (x) and X b (τ )Y b (x) as two independent solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (2) . Klein-Gordon solutions on an interval region thus write as the following expansion (which we call "real" expansion, since X a,b
The coefficients (φ a k , φ b k ) of the real expansion determine the solution φ(τ, x) and can be recovered directly from initial data φ(T, x), (∂ τ φ)(T, x) on a hypersurface Σ τ =T , see Section II.A in [4] . In calculations, we often need the following Wronskians, which never vanish (making them invertible) due to the linear independence of X a and X b :
B. Hypercylinder regions: rods and tubes
In order to define two more types of regions, we again introduce a foliation of the spacetime, defined by a smooth coordinate system (t, r, θ, ϕ). Therein, t ∈ I (t) ⊆ R is now a time variable and r ∈ I (r) ⊆ R is a radial coordinate. θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) are angular coordinates, for which we use the collective notation Ω := (θ, ϕ) and dΩ = dθ dϕ. Our new regions are defined in terms of hypercylinders Σ r , which are the hypersurfaces of constant radius r, that is: Σ r = I (t) × S 2 r , wherein I (t) ⊆ R represents all of time. Just as the surfaces of constant τ before, the hypercylinders Σ r are canonically oriented in direction of negative r, that is, inwards. Here, we require the metric to be block diagonal with respect to the radial coordinate, that is: 0 = g tr = g rθ = g rϕ .
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As a first type, we can define tube regions: they are bounded by two concentric hypercylinders of different radii R 1 and R 2 . Hence they are a radial analogue of the interval regions defined above. The quantities associated to tube regions
and the boundary can be written as
The second type of region
is called rod region and is bounded by only one hypercylinder: ∂M R = Σ R . We will use the label R for the quantities associated to the rod region M R . We assume that we can cover the whole spacetime with a rod region by sufficiently increasing R.
Again we introduce mode decompositions for the Klein-Gordon solutions and for the boundary field configurations. Since here the foliation involves the sphere S 2 , the corresponding momenta are now discrete, and we shall denote them simply by l and m l (the subscript l distinguishes m l from the field mass m). Since t usually takes values on the whole real line, we assume the corresponding momentum ω to be continuous. In analogy to (3), we assume a set of complex modes {U ωlm l (t, Ω)}, which forms a complete orthonormal basis in the space of field configurations on the hypercylinders Σ r , and also in momentum space:
Again we require the product ww to yield the metric root:
Using these modes, a field configuration ϕ(t, Ω) on Σ r has the following decomposition:
As for interval regions, we assume that any solution of the Klein-Gordon equation on a tube region can be written as
whereas a Klein-Gordon solution on a rod region can be written as
As discussed in [4] , we are assuming that X a represents the regular solution to the radial part of the KleinGordon equation (e.g. spherical Bessel functions in Minkowski spacetime), while X b represents the diverging solution (e.g. spherical Neumann functions). Klein-Gordon solutions on a tube region can then be written as a "real" expansion like (10):
The solution's coefficients (φ
) can be recovered from initial data φ(t, R, Ω), (∂ r φ)(t, R, Ω) on a hypercylinder Σ R , see again [4] . Klein-Gordon solutions on a rod can also be expanded as a "real" expansion:
and the momentum representation φ a ωlm l of the solution can be recovered from Dirichlet boundary data φ(t, R, Ω) on a hypercylinder Σ R .
C. Frequency expansion
In this and the following sections, we write (τ, x) for the coordinates and k for the momenta as in Section II A for the interval regions. Nevertheless, everything applies as well to (tube and rod) hypercylinder regions and hypercylinder hypersurfaces Σ r (from Section II B it is clear how to adapt the notation for that case). Starting from the "real" expansion (10), we can define different expansions of the solution φ(τ, x) by using the complex linear combination
defined by choosing the two complex functions c a k , c b k on momentum space, which in turn determine the operators c a,b through being their eigenfunctions:
. In Section IV A we identify c 
We call the modes Υ k (τ ) U k (x) positive frequency and Υ k (τ ) U k (x) negative frequency, see Section V.A in [4] . For rod and tube regions, positive (negative) frequency means ingoing (outgoing) modes. The solution φ becomes real iff φ + = φ − . Real and frequency coefficients are related by
To make these relations well defined, we need Im (c a k c b k ) = 0. In Section IV.B of [4] the same requirement arises from the positivity condition for the vacuum state. The frequency coefficients (φ
The frequency expansion (21) is the equivalent of the Fourier transformed of a Klein-Gordon solution on Minkowski spacetime. The equivalent to Fourier transformation of a configuration on a flat 3-surface is given by (6) . Taking as such configuration a solution φ(τ, x) at some fixed τ = T , this can be written as
with the inverse given by (6):
For real fields we have ϕ
D. Structures on spaces of classical solutions
In order to get a good overview of all the structures on spaces of classical solutions which later are needed for Holomorphic Quantization, we outline here their definitions and relations. In Sections II E -II G we then evaluate these structures for the real and the frequency expansion. As in Section II C, we use the notation of interval regions, which can easily be adapted to hypercylinders. For each hypersurface Σ τ of the foliation, we denote by L Στ the real vector space of those solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation (2) that are well defined and bounded in a neighborhood of Σ τ . Since a region M 's boundary ∂M is a hypersurface in the GBF sense, it has its space L ∂M of solutions that are well defined and bounded near this boundary (but not necessarily on the whole region M ). Using the notation and conventions of [21, 22] , we write the symplectic potential as θ Στ ,ξ (ζ) =: [ξ, ζ] Στ . As given in Eq. (2) of [22, 24] , it is directly induced by the action, which here is (1). The corresponding symplectic structure on L Στ (assumed to be nondegenerate) according to Eq. (19) in [22] can be written as
The symplectic potential and structure are completely determined by the classical action. In addition to them, in the following we will also need a complex structure J Στ : L Στ → L Στ , which is linear, compatible with the symplectic structure ω Στ (J Στ ·, J Στ ·) = ω Στ (·, ·), and fulfills J 2 Στ = −1, wherein 1 is the identity operator on L Στ . The complex structure is not fixed by the classical theory and hence can be seen rather as a quantum object. It induces a real, symmetric bilinear form g Στ on L Στ via
Here we require this form to be positive definite 7 (the complex structure is then also called positive). The space L Στ can now be completed to a real Hilbert space (which we denote by the same symbol) with the inner product g Στ . The positive-definite, Hermitian form
defines a nondegenerate, sesquilinear inner product on L Στ , making it into complex Hilbert space. The momentum and configuration subspaces M Στ , N Στ ⊂ L Στ are defined in Eq. (20) of [22] as
M Στ is spanned by the momentum directions in L Στ when viewed as its own tangent space, that is, the directions spanned by the derivative of the field in τ -direction. N Στ is spanned by the configuration directions in L Στ , that is, those spanned by the field configurations on Σ τ . By definition, M Στ and N Στ are isotropic subspaces, and we assume that they are even Lagrangian. That is, we have the (not necessarily orthogonal) decomposition
an orthogonal decomposition of L Στ as a real Hilbert space, wherein J Στ M Στ is also Lagrangian. The quotient space Q Στ := L Στ /M Στ can be identified with the space C Στ of field configurations on the hypersurface Σ τ , and the quotient map is denoted by q Στ : L Στ → Q Στ . Another crucial ingredient for the correspondence between Schrödinger-Feynman and Holomorphic Quantization is the unique linear map
By L M we denote the real vector space of Klein-Gordon solutions that are well defined and bounded on the whole spacetime region M . In the space L ∂M of solutions near its boundary, we denote by L int ∂M the subspace of solutions that are not only well defined and bounded near the boundary but on the whole interior of M . We consider L M and L int ∂M as identified here. Remarkably, the subspace L int ∂M ⊆ L ∂M generically turns out to be Lagrangian: The symplectic form ω ∂M vanishes on L int ∂M , and it is a maximal subspace with this property. This fact has the important consequence that [21] . Any λ ∂M ∈ L ∂M can thus be written as the decomposition (which is unique for any fixed J ∂M ):
(For examples, see Section II F 2.) We also recall from Eq. (81) in [23] , that each such boundary solution λ ∂M ∈ L ∂M has an associated element in the complexified subspace of interior solutions
, which is called classical asymptotic field in [15] :
E. Symplectic potential and structure
The symplectic potential θ Στ ,ξ (φ) =: [ξ, φ] Στ for solutions ξ, φ expanded as in (21) and using Equation (2) of [22, 24] evaluates to
Therein, σ := sign g 00 sign g τ τ , and Σ τ is oriented in negative τ -direction (backwards). With (26), the symplectic structure then takes its standard form, compare for example to Eq. (7.2.4) in [29] :
The symplectic potential and structure of the same hypersurface but with opposite orientation have opposite sign: ω Σ τ = −ω Στ . It can be shown [29] that the value of ω Στ (ξ, ζ) is independent of the hypersurface and thus independent of τ , implying that the weighted Wronskianw k (τ ) W k (τ ) must also be independent of τ . With the form (33) of the symplectic potential, the momentum subspace M Στ of (29) must consist of those real solutions that vanish on Σ τ :
This makes it clear that the quotient space Q Στ can be identified with the space of field configurations on Σ τ , that is:
It's quotient map q Στ : L Στ → Q Στ thus is defined simply by q Στ : φ → ϕ := φ| Στ . From (35) we read off that the subspace M Στ is indeed isotropic: ω Στ (η, ζ) = 0 for all η, ζ ∈ M Στ . Moreover, it is even coisotropic:
That is, our above assumption of M Στ being Lagrangian is true for Klein-Gordon theory. From (24) we deduce that the momentum subspace M ΣT is spanned by solutions φ with ϕ T k ≡ 0, which is equivalent to their frequency coefficients fulfilling
Hence the solutions φ ∈ M ΣT have the frequency expansion
The last line directly reveals that they vanish at τ = T , and from (39) it follows that the integrand with k replaced by −k is the complex-conjugate of the original one, that is: all the φ ∈ M ΣT are indeed real-valued. Thus we can drop the minus-superscript: φ − k → φ k . Further, with (33) the configuration subspace N Στ of (30) must consist of those real solutions with vanishing derivative on Σ τ :
As above for M Στ , we can show that N Στ is indeed Lagrangian for Klein-Gordon theory. The configuration subspace N ΣT is spanned by solutions φ with
Setting φ(T, x) ≡ 0 in (23), and writing ∂ τ φ with the frequency expansion (21), we find the projector P M on the subspace M ΣT , while setting ∂ τ φ(T, x) ≡ 0 yields P N :
It is easy to verify that the solution P M φ fulfills (39) and that P N satisfies (42), that is, P M φ ∈ M ΣT and P N φ ∈ N ΣT . We can also quickly check the idempotency: P 2 M = P M and P 2 N = P N , which proves that these operators are indeed projectors. Moreover P M + P N = 1, showing that L ΣT = M ΣT ⊕ N ΣT really holds true. In order to see whether they are orthogonal projectors, which is equivalent to being self-adjoint, we need to check whether they fulfill {P M ξ, ζ} ΣT = {ξ, P M ζ} ΣT and {P N ξ, ζ} ΣT = {ξ, P N ζ} ΣT for all ξ, ζ ∈ L ΣT . Using (78), we see that this is not the case. This was foreseen in [22] : They are orthogonal only if N ΣT = (J ΣT M ΣT ), which is not the case here, and hence they are oblique projectors.
F. Complex structure
The next object to consider is the complex structure J Στ on L Στ . Just as the above, it changes sign under orientation reversal: J Στ = −J Στ . Since J Στ maps solutions to solutions, we can write its action in the real expansion (10) and the frequency expansion (21) as follows:
The action of J Στ on the solution is thus determined by its action on the coefficients of the real respectively frequency expansion of the solution. For the real expansion, a complex structure arises from the functions c a,b k :
We could also have chosen the negative of this instead, however it turns out later that the above choice leads to a positive definite real g-product. It is easy to check that J That is, if φ is real, then J Στ φ is also real. The compatibility with the symplectic structure (37) can be verified as follows. First note, that we can write
When evaluating ω Στ (J Στ ξ, J Στ ζ), we obtain just the same (with T denoting the transposed matrix):
which shows the compatibility condition ω Στ (J Στ ξ, J Στ ζ) = ω Στ (ξ, ζ). The relation between the matrix elements of J ab and the functions c a,b k has been studied in Section 3.3.7 of [11] . Suppressing momentum labels k, we write 
That is, the matrix J ab is determined completely by the two real functions Q r and ∆α. The inverse relations are provided by Q r = −(J ab ) 12 /(J ab ) 21 and ∆α = arcsin −1/((J ab ) 12 (J ab ) 21 ). Therefore all choices of c a,b k that lead to the same Q r and the same ∆α (up to multiples of 2π), also lead to the same matrix J ab and hence to the same complex structure. Since the complex structures and vacuum states in the Schrödinger representation are in a one-to-one correspondence, all choices of c a,b k that lead to the same complex structure also lead to the same vacuum state, see Section IV A. We could thus fix c a k ≡ 1, such that the complex structure and the Schrödinger vacuum are completely determined by c b k . Alternatively, we could fix c b k ≡ 1, which simplifies the formulas for rod regions, and then complex structure and the vacuum are determined by c a k . In this article, we shall not use these "asymmetric" choices, and rather stick to the "symmetric" notation of writing both c a k and c b k explicitly, because the formulas for the asymmetric choices can be read off from the symmetric ones, but not vice versa.
Using (22) we can calculate the action of J Στ also in the frequency expansion:
Independently of which functions c a,b k we choose, with (47) this results in the simple action
It is straightforward to check that this action also fulfills J (1 ± iJ Στ ) on the subspaces of positive and negative frequencies: (50) induces the simple form
Momentum subspace, complement and associated maps
The orthogonal complement J ΣT M ΣT of M ΣT in L ΣT is determined by the complex structure (50). Applying it to the frequency expansion (21) and then inserting (39) yields the frequency expansion for solutions ξ ∈ (J ΣT M ΣT ):
Comparing this to (42), we observe that for Klein-Gordon theory the subspaces N ΣT and J ΣT M ΣT do not coincide, as already taken into account in Sections 3.1 and 5.3 of [22] . The fields ξ ∈ (J ΣT M ΣT ) are real by the same argument holding for the φ ∈ M ΣT , and thus again we drop the minus-superscript:
T (x) := ξ(T, x) of the solution ξ(τ, x) then takes the form
The inverse transformation (6) provides the coefficients of the frequency expansion of a solution ξ ∈ (J ΣT M ΣT ) as a function of its configuration χ T (x):
With this relation we can now define the map j ΣT :
wherein ξ is defined as in (52) with (54). By construction we now have the image of j ΣT in the subspace J ΣT M ΣT . Moreover, j ΣT is linear, and with (3) it is easily verified that for all configurations χ T (x) on Σ T we have indeed
that is: q ΣT •j ΣT = 1 Q . Our map j ΣT thus fulfills all three properties required for it in the end of Section 3.1 of [22] . Using either (J ΣT ) 2 = −1 or again (50), we readily obtain the last property for ξ ∈ (J ΣT M ΣT ):
Classical asymptotic field: Interval regions
The complex structure (50) is independent of τ and allows us to explicitly calculate the classical asymptotic field (32) for interval and tube regions, where we denote it bŷ
For interval regions M [τ1,τ2] , a real-valued solution λ ∂12 near its boundary Σ τ1 ∪ Σ τ2 consists of two real-valued independent solutions: ζ near Σ τ1 , and ξ near Σ τ2 . That is: λ ∂12 = (ζ, ξ). The complex structure on the boundary also has two components here: J ∂12 = (J Στ 1 , −J Στ 1 ), wherein the minus sign is due to the opposite orientation of Σ τ2 . Then, decomposition (31) can be written as
which is solved by
Using the frequency expansion (21) for ζ, ξ and the complex structure (50), we quickly obtain the frequency expansion of the classical asymptotic field:
For interval regions we see that the positive frequency part ofλ 12 is determined by the positive frequency part of the solution ζ near Σ τ1 , and its negative frequency part by the negative frequency part of the solution ξ near Σ τ2 . Defining the following two complex configurations as
we find that the aboveλ 12 coincides with theλ 12 from Formula (101) in [4] :
Classical asymptotic field: Rod regions
For rod regions M R , a real-valued solution λ ∂R near its boundary Σ R consists of only one real-valued solution near Σ R which we denote by ξ like the second solution above, that is: λ ∂R = ξ. The complex structure on the boundary also has only one component here: J ∂R = J ΣR = −J ΣR , wherein the minus sign comes again from the opposite orientation of Σ R . Then, decomposition (31) can be written as
The classical asymptotic field (32) is denoted here bŷ
Since for rod regions the boundary solution has only one component, the components ξ
R,I
R cannot be calculated directly as in (59). Rather, they are determined by the fact that the modes X a ωlm l (r) U ωlm l (t, Ω) are regular on the whole rod region, whereas the modes X b ωlm l (r) U ωlm l (t, Ω) may become singular. That is, the real expansions (18) of the components ξ
≡ 0, and hence can be written like (19) :
In order to recover the real expansion of ξ, we act on (66) with the complex structure (47), yielding
Reading off the determinant of Ξ, we observe that it is nonvanishing precisely if Im (c a ωlm l c b ωlm l ) = 0, which is the usual condition that we require. Hence Ξ is invertible, and the inverse of (68) can be written as
Given any complex structure (47) through choosing c a,b ωlm l , relation (69) with (65) and (66) provides the corresponding decomposition ξ = ξ R − J ΣR ξ I of any given boundary solution ξ as in (67). Now we can evaluatê λ R := ξ R − iξ I , resulting in the real expansion
Because of c
. This confirms thatλ R is a not a real but a complex(ified) solution. Using the transformation (22), we can rewrite the real expansion (70) as a frequency expansion, yielding:
As to be expected, in-and outgoing parts ofλ R are both determined by the solution ξ near Σ R . However, while the outgoing part ofλ R is precisely the outgoing part of ξ, its ingoing part differs from the ingoing part of ξ.
Comparing (72) with (70), we notice that we can write the rod's classical asymptotic field aŝ
Defining the following complex configurations as
we find that the aboveλ R coincides with theλ R from Formula (114) in [4] :
G. Real and complex inner products
The real g-product (27) induced by this complex structure can be written as
The positivity condition of the vacuum operator in Eq. (64) of [4] 
It is then quickly checked that in (77) we have g Στ (φ, φ) > 0 for real-valued φ = 0, that is: our real g-product is positive definite. Since both the symplectic and the complex structure change sign under orientation reversal, the real g-product is invariant under orientation reversal. The complex inner product (28) now becomes
Under orientation reversal we obtain the same expression for {ξ, ζ} Σ τ , but with ξ
Further, we can quickly check that the complex inner product is conjugate-linear in the first argument (with respect to J Στ ), and linear in the second :
III. QUANTIZATION
In this section we briefly review the essential points two quantization schemes which implement the GBF for quantum fields. We glossing over many imporant details, for which we refer e.g. to [4, 20, 21, 24] . Several quantities outlined below are studied in more depth in Section IV.
A. Schrödinger-Feynman Quantization (SFQ)
In this scheme, quantum states of the field are described in the Schrödinger representation [7, 14, 16] by wave functionals on spaces of field configurations, and amplitudes are calculated through a path integral quantization. The corresponding quantities are labeled by S (or by D when we switch to the Dirac/interaction picture). The quantum state space H S Σ associated to each hypersurface Σ consists of these wave functionals of field configurations on Σ. The inner product of the Hilbert space H S Σ is formally given by
where the integral is over the space C Σ of field configurations ϕ on the hypersurface Σ. (Field configurations do not depend on the orientation of Σ, and thus
wherein Z M is the field propagator encoding the field dynamics in the spacetime region M :
S M (φ) is the action of the field in the region M , and the integration is extended over all field configurations φ (not only classical solutions) matching the boundary configuration ϕ on the boundary ∂M . Next we consider the above objects for the different regions introduced in Section II. For interval (and tube) regions M [τ1,τ2] , the boundary hypersurface is the union of two disjoint hypersurfaces of constant τ each (hypercylinder surfaces of constant r each), and hence the boundary state space H ∂[τ1,τ2] = H τ1 ⊗ H τ2 is the tensor product of the two boundary components' state spaces. A state in this Hilbert space thus can be written as ψ τ1 ⊗ ψ τ2 , wherein the complex conjugation of the second state is due to the opposite orientation of the second hypersurface (because both are oriented outwards). The amplitude for this state takes the form
For tube regions M [R1,R2] the boundary state space is H ∂[R1,R2] = H R1 ⊗ H R2 , and a state in this Hilbert space is ψ R1 ⊗ ψ R2 . This state's amplitude can be written just as (83) with field propagator (84), with τ 1,2 replaced in both by R 1,2 . For a rod region M R , the boundary state space is H ∂MR = H R , and a state in this Hilbert space is ψ R since Σ R is oriented inwards while ∂M R = Σ R is oriented outwards. This state's amplitude is
and the field propagator of the theory reads (with S R (φ) the action of the rod region)
Note that here the amplitude is calculated for a single state living on the boundary hypercylinder (and not for two states as usual). This boundary state encodes both incoming and outgoing particles.
B. Holomorphic Quantization (HQ)
We summarize here the Holomorphic Quantization as in Section 4 of [21] and Section 3 of [24] . HQ arises as a particular kind of Geometric Quantization, see e.g. Section 2 of [24] and Section 9.2 of [29] . We recall the real and complex inner products g Στ (·, ·) and {·, ·} Στ on the space L Στ of solutions which are well defined in a neighborhood of Σ τ , see Section II D. Quantum states ψ H Στ : L Στ → C in HQ are functionals similar to those of SFQ. However, they are wave functions on spaces of classical solutions (representing phase space), whereas the SFQ wave functions live on configuration space. The quantum state space H 
The free amplitude for any holomorphic boundary state ψ H ∂M is defined as the path integral
The measure dν(φ) is a probability measure like the one above, but on L
Holomorphic coherent states are integrable in this sense, and for them the integral (87) yields (115), see below.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN SCHRÖDINGER-FEYNMAN AND HOLOMORPHIC REPRESENTATION/QUANTIZATION
In this section we study the relation both on the level of the representation of the quantum states (in the Schrödinger and in the Holomorphic Representation) and on the level of quantization (amplitudes in the Feynman and in the Holomorphic Quantization). The relation between the Schrödinger representation and the holomorphic one has been explored in [22] , where a one-to-one correspondence between the two representations has been established. The basic idea is to view the two representations as particular polarizations of the prequantum Hilbert space defined in the framework of geometric quantization. Then, the inner product of a section in the Schrödinger Hilbert space with a section in the holomorphic Hilbert space allows the construction of a linear, isometric isomorphism B Στ : H S Στ → H H Στ between the two Hilbert spaces, which completely encodes the relation between the two representations, see Proposition 3.1 in [22] . In the following sections we discuss more details of this relation, and using the above mode expansions we calculate explicit expressions for all quantities involved in it, with the most important ones being the vacuum state, the coherent states and the free amplitudes.
The isomorphism B Στ is an integral transform with the integral kernelB Στ :
The first two terms in the exponential determine the Schrödinger vacuum state, while the last two terms determine the coherent states. This is discussed in more detail in the following sections. A holomorphic coherent state (see Section IV B) is then mapped as follows to a Schrödinger coherent state, wherein ϕ = φ| Στ :
A. Vacuum state
In this section we first review the vacuum in Schrödinger and holomorphic representation, and then study the correspondence between them. The Schrödinger representation's vacuum is the Gaussian state ψ
Στ derived in Equations (56) and (60) of [4] , wherein A Στ is called the vacuum operator (for Υ(τ ) see Section II C):
wherein the determinant for an operator O Στ on C Στ is defined as
As discussed in Section II F, there are different choices of the functions c a,b k that lead to the same complex structure, and hence must lead to the same Schrödinger vacuum (90). This can be verified easily by writing in the vacuum operator (91) as
and taking In the holomorphic representation, the vacuum state is simply the constant wave function: ψ
Στ ≡ 1. The correspondence formulas (44), (50) and (51) in [22] are a consequence of (89), and map ψ
Στ to the following Schrödinger state ψ
S,0
Στ , which is determined by the real bilinear form
9 Ω Στ on the space C Στ of field configurations on the hypersurface Σ τ (for g Στ and j Στ see Section II D):
In the last line, we recognize (apart from a constant factor) the first two terms in the argument of the exponential in the right-hand-side of (88), including the complex conjugation of (89). We show now, that this is precisely the Schrödinger vacuum (90). In Sections II E -II G we have already calculated the necessary ingredients for evaluating (96). First we compute the real g-product (wherein ϕ, χ are generic, real-valued configurations on Σ τ ):
Second, we compute the symplectic potential:
Summed as in (96), they provide
which precisely reproduces the vacuum operator A Στ in (91) for ϕ = χ. With the projectors (51), it is then also quickly checked that (75) from [22] is fulfilled: Ω Στ (q Στ P + ξ, ϕ) = −i [P + ξ, ϕ] Στ , which encodes the one-to-one correspondence between Schrödinger vacuum states and complex structures.
Actually, the normalization factor N S,0
Στ is not included in the definition of the vacuum state denoted by K
Στ in Formulas (44) and (51) in [22] , that is: ψ
Στ . This is due to different normalizations conventions: In [22] 
Στ is normalized with respect to the measure ν Q , see Section III B, whereas ψ S,0 Στ in [4] is normalized with respect to the usual (fictitious, translation-invariant) measure Dϕ of the Schrödinger representation. The measure Dϕ comes with no fixed normalization, and therefore the Schrödinger vacuum ψ
Στ includes a normalization constant giving it unit norm with respect to Dϕ. The normalization factor then arises as follows, which precisely reproduces (92):
As stated in [22] , there is one-to-one correspondence between the choice of the Schrödinger vacuum and the choice of complex structure. Above we have seen that in our context both choices are determined by fixing the complex functions c a,b k . A unique complex structure, and hence a unique Schrödinger vacuum, can be distinguished by applying additional conditions: For example, the energy condition in [1] equates the energy of a classical solution to that of the associated one-particle state, and thereby singles out one unique complex structure.
B. Coherent states
In this section we first review the coherent states in Schrödinger and holomorphic representations, and then study the correspondence between them. For the Schrödinger representation (in the Dirac/interaction picture), we use the coherent state ψ
D,η
Στ defined in Equation (80) of [4] , with η(x) a complex configuration on Σ τ called the state's characterizing function,
Therein, K D is the τ -independent operator
In the holomorphic representation, coherent states are determined by the complex inner product. We consider only their normalized version, given by
ξ(τ, x) ∈ L Στ is a solution near Σ τ which we call the characterizing solution of the coherent state. We assume that N H,ξ Στ ∈ R, since ξ is real-valued. We observe that the Schrödinger coherent state (101) is holomorphic in its characterizing function η(x). By contrast, the holomorphic one is antiholomorphic in ξ(τ, x), since the complex inner product is conjugate-linear in its first argument. This is the reason for the complex conjugation in (89). The correspondence formulas (48), (49) and (52) in [22] are also consequences of (89), and associate the following Schrödinger state to the holomorphic state ψ H,ξ Στ (φ):
In the first line, we recognize the (conjugated) last two terms of (88). The second line uses the bilinear vacuum form and the symplectic potential already calculated in (99) and (34). We now show the following correspondence:
wherein η D 12 is the following real-valued solution, which arises from Equation (100) in [4] by setting χ = η, and η 12 is from (62) above:
In other words, the correspondence maps holomorphic coherent states to Schrödinger ones according to
wherein the characteristic solution and function are related through (108). With (99) and (34) it is now straightforward to calculate
This coincides exactly with (101), and hence confirms the identity (107). We end this section by comparing the inner products. For the Schrödinger coherent states we found in (82) of [4] :
The most general form of the complex structure J Στ is expressed in [7] through four real-valued, linear, continuous operators A, B, D, C as (the A here is not the vacuum operator denoted by A Στ )
In order to get J 2 Στ = −1, the operators must satisfy A 2 + BD = C 2 + DB = −1 and AB + BC = DA + CD = 0. In [7, 8] , the vacuum state in the Schrödinger representation is expressed in terms of these operators:
We included the overall sign σ, which is positive in [7, 8] while in general we have σ := sign (g 00 g τ τ ), see Section II E. For (121) to be well defined, B needs to be invertible. By comparing (B −1 − i CB −1 ) with the vacuum operator A Στ in (91) above, we can read off that B −1 must be the real part A R Στ of the vacuum operator given in (63) of [4] as the invertible operator (due to Υ(τ ) = 0 and Im (c a c b ) = 0, see Section IV.B in [4] )
We can also read off that −CB −1 must be the imaginary part of the vacuum operator, yielding
By similar arguments as given in [4] for Υ(τ ) = 0, we also have ∂ τ Υ(τ ) = 0. Hence Re Υ ∂ τ Υ (τ ) = 0, which makes C invertible. Moreover, since we assume Υ(τ ), c a,b and X a,b (τ ) to commute with each other, we have also B and C commuting. Then, AB + BC = 0 implies that A = −C. and associated solution φ(τ, x):
The action of the complex structure (120) then can be written as
With the above expressions for A, B, D, C, it is now easy to check that 
which precisely reproduces the complex structure (50). That is, the two complex structures (47) and (50) we have found on solution space and (120) on phase space induce each other. For consistency, let us verify whether the momentum and configuration subspaces M Στ and N Στ of solution space are generated by (125) from the π-subspace and ϕ-subspace of phase space. Expanding π(x) with (6), we find that inserting 0 π(x) into (125) indeed yields a solution φ(τ, x) fulfilling (39), that is: φ ∈ M Στ , while ϕ(x) 0 yields a solution φ(τ, x) fulfilling (42), that is: φ ∈ N Στ . Therefore, on phase space we can write the associated projectors (43) simply as
With this and the complex structure (120) it is then clear that Eq. (126) of [22] holds:
That is, via (125) we find that Cπ induce φ ∈ M Στ . The only property of A, B, D, C necessary for this to hold is that they have real eigenvalues fulfilling A k = A −k , ditto for B, D, C (plus the correct placement of the factor |g (3) g τ τ | converting scalar fields into scalar densities and vice versa). Hence what makes A, B, D, C special is not so much that they fulfill (130), but rather that together they constitute a complex structure on phase space which via (125) induces the "real" complex structure (47) and the "frequency" complex structure (50).
VI. SUMMARY
The purpose of the present work is to confirm and develop the results presented in [22] about the correspondence between the Schrödinger and holomorphic representations used in QFT within the GBF. (For quantum states on spacelike hypersurfaces, this correspondence is independent of the GBF, which comes into play here only for hypersurfaces that are not spacelike.) We study the case of Klein-Gordon theories in a wide class of curved spacetimes. The novelty of our approach is to construct this correspondence by working (formally) with mode expansions of solutions of the equation of motion. In particular, here we have provided explicit expressions for the relevant structures used in the two representations and thereby confirmed their correspondence. To be more precise, we parametrize the relation between complex structures on solution space and Schrödinger vacua through two complex functions c a k , c b k on momentum space, and find which choices of these functions induce the same complex structure, and hence the same vacuum state. We have also calculated the (generalized transition) amplitudes of coherent states and shown their equality: For the Schrödinger representation this is done via Schrödinger-Feynman Quantization (SFQ), and for the holomorphic representation via Holomorphic Quantization (HQ). Finally, we also calculate explicitly the complex structure on phase space, which relates our results with previous ones obtained in literature. The complete agreement of the free amplitudes calculated in the rigorous Holomorphic Quantization with those coming from the Schrödinger-Feynman Quantization justifies the heuristic procedures of the latter. Future work will focus on extending this correspondence to interactions, which can already be treated in SFQ [4] , but not in HQ.
